The fish that wanted to be beautiful

Adaptation of an original story
by Marcus Pfister

Answer Key

Key: 6 (5 fish friends + main fish character)

2. What colour are the fish that appear before the story starts? Tick (√) the correct boxes.
Key: yellow √, green √, red √, orange √, blue √.

3. Match the words to the correct part of the fish.
Key: 1a, 2c, 3b, 4d.

4. Colour the parts of the body with the correct colours from the story.
Key: face: orange; body: blue; fins: green; tail: yellow.

5. How does the fish feel at the end of the story? Tick (√) the correct box.
Key: happy √.

6. Colour the fish with your favourite colours.
Key: Pupils’ own answers.